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Idea

It`s a sequence of scenes depicting the typical day of a couple & showing
one possible definition of the slow life through the way they are content
with their life and what it gives to them, they appreciate and contemplate
the Nature, they take care of the others with empathy, they learn, share
and experience. They cultivate a quality of life respecting their goodness,
day after day, like a smooth flow.

Personaggi
Louise

- human -

RAPPORTI PERSONALI:
engaged with Paolo
honey colored, green eyes, 1m65 tall, willowy
dynamic-dreamy-communicative joy & smile-fair

Paolo

- human -

RAPPORTI PERSONALI:
engaged with Louise
1m80-short chesnut hair-shaped-bearded
reliable-friendly-curious-empathic-idealistic

Marcel

- human -

RAPPORTI PERSONALI:
vegetable seller
fiftieth, balding, potbellied, calloused hands
convivial, smiling, rustic accent

Charlotte

- human -

RAPPORTI PERSONALI:
bookstall
tall, slim, long brown haired, eyeglasses, long skirt &
black sweater
talkative, rousing, dreamy

Mario
RAPPORTI PERSONALI:
waiter
tall, brown haired, well groomed man
helful, discrete, zealous

- human -

Scena
LUOGO:

the love nest

- interior - day
luminous bedroom-old honey parquet-king size
bed-french window,sligh curtains,facing garden-style:
natural,white,,minimalist-few furnitures:dressing
table,valet-shower next to

SCENA:

The awakening

- close up
MUSICA:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VS011rqL51g

ORA:
08:00
Sun rises through the curtains.The couple wakes up.It`s the first morning
sight.They look at & cuddle each other & whisper.Cat jumps on bed

PAOLO

Good morning little marmot!

LOUISE

Good morning sweetheart

PAOLO

Did you sleep well?

LOUISE

I am full of energy. I want to do a lot of activities today.

PAOLO

It will be a beautiful & sunny day. We could stroll all day

long. Let`s start with a good breakfast and then we will
go to the market. (He tickles Louise)

LOUISE

(She laughs) Stop, stop
LUOGO:

The market place

- exterior - day
Morning-colorful market-at the foot of church-local
products stalls-villagers stroll through the market &
smatter to each other & to stallkeeper

SCENA:

The open air market

- medium
MUSICA:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rf2xoq1RbzM

ORA:
10:00
Paolo & Louise are in front of a vegetables stall. Paolo talkes to Marcel about
the products and the way they can cook them.

PAOLO

Hello, we search for tasty tomatoes to prepare a salad

MARCEL

I advise these old species called cyprus tomato and this
one called pineapple tomato. Taste one if you want.

PAOLO

Very tasty & very fresh! I think we will buy some
tomatoes of each species you proposed.

MARCEL

Take my recipe: prepare these tomatoes with figs,
mozarella buffala from the cheesemonger who is a
friend of mine, some basil and a spoon of olive oil.

LOUISE

It sounds like a very fresh meal! Thank you for the
advice.
LUOGO:

The bookstore

- interior - day
It`s a second hand & vintage bookstore. There are
bookcases on every wall, full of old books smelling old
paper. It`s dim lighted. There is a club chair. It`s a cosy
place

SCENA:

A stop at the bookstore

- close up
MUSICA:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8a_R14MVH18

ORA:
12:30
Cycling back home, Louise stops at the front of the bookstore, wanting to
find a new book. Inside the store, Charlotte helps her to find it

LOUISE

Paolo, can we stop here, I want to fin a new book for
this week?

PAOLO

No problem, I like this place!

CHARLOTTE

Hi, can I help you?

LOUISE

I wish for a new book. A relaxing one for the next
sunny week.

CHARLOTTE

I recently found F.Scott Fitzgerald ``Tender is the night``.
It`s a great story for summer. And as you can see, it`s
an old bookbinding publishing

LOUISE

It`s a very nice book and I like its smell of old paper. But
I`m afraid of the price for a bookbinding publishing!

CHARLOTTE

Don`t be afraid, I only sell second hand book. So, even if
it`s a bookbinding publishing, it costs less than a paper
back publishing.

PAOLO

And you can imagine the story of its previous owner

CHARLOTTE

I think you will love it. Come back when you finish it,
and we will talk about it over a cup of tea
LUOGO:

The garden

- exterior - day
cute garden where Nature can blossom freely.A wood
bench under a flowered pergola.Very green grass.Some
flowers clumps.A little pond with waterlily.The sun
shines & birds sing

SCENA:

Painting in the garden

- medium
MUSICA:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3nSiHjmM8Mk

ORA:
16:30
Louise and Paolo spend the sunny afternoon in their garden. Paolo is
reading a book, lying on the bench, while Louise is painting him

LOUISE

The light is perfect today! Is it Ok for you to stay
without moving?

PAOLO

It`s Ok, I read a good book, and I like the heat of the sun
rays.

LOUISE

In this way, I`ll call my picture ``A man reading by a
sunny afternoon``

PAOLO

It is nap time, maybe you would call your picture ``A
man napping by a sunny afternoon``

LOUISE

(laughing)

LUOGO:

village piazza

- exterior - night
an old medieval village center.little piazza with fountain
& lime-tree illuminated by garlands & candles.People sit
& dine at a restaurant terrace.Chat noise & sound of
water

SCENA:

An evening restaurant

- medium
MUSICA:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W_Tvg2sbAN8

ORA:
21:00
Louise and Paolo are sitting at the restaurant terrace. It`s a warm evening.
Paolo talks to the waiter about the menu.

MARIO

Good evening, have you already take one`s pick?

PAOLO

We choose two menu of the day

MARIO

It`s a very good choice! The chef cooks every day a
different menu depending of market products and local
producers He knows well.

PAOLO

We like this way of cooking, with seasonable and fresh
products

MARIO

This evening, the menu is inspired by a sunny day with
refreshing vegetables and fruits and light meals. Would
you drink something?

PAOLO

Yes, sure, we want a bottle of wine. But I don`t know the
one to choose.

MARIO

I advice you this local rosé wine, fresh and fruity.
Perfect for the menu of the day.

PAOLO

OK so let`s take this one.

MARIO

If you are interested in wine production, the
winemaker of this one just started the grape picking.

It`s nice to see it and He likes to share about his job

LOUISE

It`s a very good idea for tomorrow. Thank you.

MARIO

No problem, and have a good meal.

